I06	ENGLAND  IN   THE EIGHTEENTH  CENTURY
®ne furt'ler cause of underlying suspicion of England's
New        * designs is to be found in the religious restiveness of New
ng an "      England.    There, considerable unrest was caused by the fear
that bishops were about to be settled in the colonies, and
by the activities of the Society for the Propagation of the
Gospel which was accused of supporting English Episco-
palian designs.    The colonists were as tenacious of religious
as of constitutional liberty, and the fear that England was
^,  about to inflict a hated religious system upon them added
to the burden of discontent which was steadily growing up.
4-The effect     gu£ though in 1750, or even in 1756, the Revolution may
Years1 War. hot have been inevitable, yet, by 1763, the Seven Years' War
had made it almost so.    As Barrington wrote: " The patch-
work   Government of America  will  last  no  longer;  the
necessity of a Parliamentary establishment of the Govern-
ment  of America  upon fixed constitutional principles is
brought on with a precipitancy which could not have been
foreseen a year ago/'1
(a) colonial      The Seven Years' War had finally revealed colonial dis-
disumon and        .	^
jealousy of union and the absence of loyalty to England as serious
veaied! ^"^ imperial problems, and had aroused the widest possible
dissatisfaction. Intercolonial jealousies, the unwillingness
of the colonies to vote supplies and the inadequacy of
colonial forces and equipment had been sources of constant
anxiety to English commanders. There had been difficulty
in suppressing illegal trade with the French,2 and in 1762
the colonies had to be told of " the necessity of their com-
plying with the King's demands " and that refusal would
" exclude them from any titles to His Majesty's particular
favour."3
SrgeTy°due  /   ^e ^ac^ °^ un^Y a*nong the colonies was in no small
to geography*" degree due to geographical considerations.    Mountains in
the western background, and rivers running roughly west
and east, served to cut off each colony from its neighbour
except in so far as the sea and sea-borne trade united them,
1	Harrington, Bernard Corresp,,  1760-70, ed.  E,  Channing and
A. C. Coolidge, p. 99,    Cited from Adams, Polit. Ideas ofAmer, RevoL,
p. 19.
2	See Beer, Brit, Colon, Policy, pp. 88, 90, 103, and 110-2.
3	Amer. Hist. Rev., vol. v., p. 671.

